Kaito

 This 4 person cluster using crescent
workstations shown in a maple finish encourages
interaction and team working.

 The stylish leg frame incorporates
concealed cable risers to feed power and
data leads from floor boxes or low level wall
sockets, maintaining a clean and uncluttered
look to your office.
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Kaito is manufactured to
satisfy the demand for a
quality range of workstations
and ancillary products within
tight budgetary constraints
while offering an elegance that
is hard to match at this
price level.

Using screens and personal storage at the ends
of these rectangular workstations helps to provide
delineation between teams within an open area
without erecting formal barriers.
 These contemporary low level screens and the
use of wave workstations add a different dimension
to what could be a very formal layout.
With a choice of 7 finishes that all compliment the
silver legs and the use of exciting colours in chairs
and screens you can create not only an extremely
pleasing environment for your staff but a look that
will impress clients.
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Kaito is designed to be flexible
enough to meet your current
needs yet simple to remodel
when required in the fast
evolving environment of
today’s office.
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Where space is at a
premium the use of a tilt top
reconfigurable table is the
solution. These tables can be
stored in the minimum of
space and wheeled out
and set up in seconds.
Kaito’s numerous shapes of worktops and
finishes combine to provide a clean sophisticated
appearance that will enhance any office whether
cellular or open plan.
The suite shown includes a boat shaped meeting
table and a bow fronted crescent workstation with a
desk high pedestal all in Walnut finish.
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